
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of analytics
developer. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is
our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for analytics developer

Your working environments will include variety of tasks from maintenance
through development, support and project work
Analyse, design, configure, administer, and operate the Adobe Analytics
(same as Omniture / Sitecatalyst) to measure multi-channel, Omni channel,
predictive, next best message campaigns
Implementing analytics and cognitive solutions that involves working
together with product owner and iteration manager to gather and size the
requirement, onboard the application, perform application development in
Framework manager and in Cognos BI ensuring that reports developed are
properly tested and deployed
Supporting the communication between clients and Cognitive Enablement
team
Educating clients about the use of Cognitive and Analytics tools and
regarding the capabilities of additional, new solution offerings
Developing own skills and knowledge with fitting to business strategy
As part of our small team, you will help lead the development of
sophisticated proof-of-concept and pilot applications focused on the end-to-
end workflow and user platform for WM Analytics
Throughout the day, you will collaborate with your teammates and interact
with our product owners – all while being based out of our Southbury, CT
office
Analyze accounting customer or process owners needs
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Qualifications for analytics developer

At least 6 years experience in Dojo, Javascript
At least 3 years experience in Java, Eclipse RCP Plugin Development
At least 5 years experience in W32 C/C++ app dev
You will have to demonstrate technical skills and willingness to collaborate
and work well with a world-wide team
You will have an opportunity to work directly with customers, architects,
developers and product managers to orchestrate solutions for real-world
problems
You must also be self-motivated, have demonstrated verbal and written
communication skills and be expected to develop and present ideas clearly


